
THE BELIEFS OF A PYRRHONIST*

I

A Pyrrhonist's researches do not end in discovery; nor yet do they conclude that
discovery is impossible. For they do not terminate at all: the researches continue
(PH 1.1,4), and the researcher finds himself in a condition of knoxA (PH 1.7)1.
'Enoxf\ is defined as 'a standstill of the intellect, as a result of which we neither deny
nor affirm anything' (PH 1.10). The Sceptical investigator2 neither asserts nor
denies, neither believes nor disbelieves.3

'EnoxA is characteristically produced by argument - indeed, one of the most
refreshing features of the Pyrrhonist tracts of Sextus Empiricus is that they are
stuffed full of argumentation. When a philosopher offers us an argument, he
normally implies that, if we accept the premisses, we ought to accept the conclusion.
It is thus natural to suppose that a Pyrrhonist's arguments similarly imply an
intellectual ought: 'Consider these premisses', the Sceptic urges, 'and you will see
that you should suspend judgement'. A few Pyrrhonian passages do indeed contain
such an intellectual ought4; but those passages are, I think, misleading. Sextus
usually says, not 'you should suspend judgement', but 'you will (or: must) suspend
judgement'.4 'EnoxA is 'an affection (jrdGoc) that comes about (Y'vyveTai) in the
inquirer after the investigation' (PH 1.7). The onset of knoxA is something which
simply happens to us.

More specifically, Scepticism is a 8uvauic dvri0ETiKf], 'a capacity for opposing
what appears and what is thought in any way at all, from which, because of the
equipollence in the opposed objects and statements, we reach first kno%r\ and then
dtapa | ia ' (PH 1.8). The sequence for the Sceptic is: investigation - opposition -
equipollence - kno%A - drapa^ia. That sequence is causal: famously, dtapa^ia
follows tnoxA 'by chance' (PH 1.26) or 'like a shadow' (PH 1.29; D.L. 9.107); and
knoxA follows Icoc06veia in just the same fashion. The Pyrrhonist's arguments lie
before you: read them, and you will find yourself in a state of knoxA-6

Any investigation attacks some specific subject-matter and poses some particular
question. The state of knoxA resulting from any investigation will therefore itself be
directed towards some specific subject-matter and some particular question. A
Pyrrhonist asks: 'Is it the case that PT ('Do there exist gods?', 'Can we discern true
from false appearances?', 'Is the world a structure of atoms and void?'). He then
assembles arguments in favour of an affirmative answer, and arguments in favour
of a negative answer. The two sets of arguments exactly balance one another,

supervenes - knoxA directed towards the proposition that P.
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2 JONATHAN BARNES

Pyrrhonism thus works piecemeal. The 8uvauic dvu9eTiKii is a general capacity,
but it can only be exercised on particular issues. 'EnoxA is not a global state - a state
of total intellectual paralysis; rather, it is a particular attitude, essentially directed
towards some specific issue. 'Eno%r\ on one issue does not imply knoxA on any
other issue.7 Hence if you ascribe hno%r\ to a man you must indicate the object of his
kno%f\: towards what issue is his knoxr\ directed? and if a Pyrrhonist claims that
bno%r\ is the route to dtapa^ia we must equally ask him to specify the object of that
knoxA'- over what range of issues is his knoxA extended?

It is pointless to ask a Pyrrhonist whether we ought to suspend judgement on this
or that specified topic: knoxA is n ° t something to be adopted or rejected at will. But
it is wholly appropriate to ask where - over what range of topics - a Pyrrhonist will
exercise his 8uv<xuic dvuGeTucrj, and hence to ask what is the scope of his
Scepticism.

II

We may wonder what is the extent of a Pyrrhonist's Scepticism; and we may ask,
equivalently, what a Pyrrhonist believes. (The questions are equivalent since a man
may have beliefs on a topic just in case he does not find himself in a state of knoxA
towards it.) The question, 'What may a Pyrrhonist believe?', or 'What is the scope
of Pyrrhonian knoxr\T, is of the last importance for an understanding of ancient
Scepticism; and it has been the subject of scholarly controversy.8

But the question, generally posed, has no general answer. Different Pyrrhonists
underwent knoxA to different degrees and exercised their 5uvauic dvriGexiKii over
different areas. Whether or not we can detect a line of development running
through the long history of ancient Pyrrhonism and seefe7to%ii becoming gradually
more moderate in its claims,9 there can be no doubt that there was no single
Pyrrhonian orthodoxy: Galen, for example, was able to distinguish extreme and
moderate Sceptics among the Pyrrhonists of his own day.10 The unanswerable
general question must thus be replaced by a series of specific questions. Here I shall
limit my attention to Sextus Empiricus (who is, after all, the chief representative of
Pyrrhonism for us today); moreover, to avoid any problems raised by the
possibility of change and development in Sextus' own views," I shall restrict myself
to one of Sextus' works. My question is this: What is the scope of knoxA in Sextus'
Outlines of Pyrrhonism! what, if anything, may the Pyrrhonist of the Outlines
believe?12

Two rival answers to that question define two types of Scepticism. The first type I
shall call, following Galen13, rustic Pyrrhonism. The rustic Pyrrhonist has no beliefs
whatsoever: he directs knoxA towards every issue that may arise. The second type of
Scepticism I shall call urbane Pyrrhonism.1* The urbane Pyrrhonist is happy to
believe most of the things that ordinary people assent to in the ordinary course of
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THE BELIEFS OF A PYRRHONIST 3

events: he directs bno%A towards a specific target - roughly speaking, towards
philosophical and scientific matters. Thus the rustics hotly reject everything, while
the urbane coolly dismiss the rash claims of the soi-disant savants.

An interpreter who finds rustic Pyrrhonism in PH will appeal primarily to two
features of Sextus' work. First, many of the arguments in PH appear to demolish all
beliefs on a given topic if they demolish any beliefs: the attacks on causation or on
time or on truth, say, do not appear to restrict their target to scientific or
philosophical positions in those areas; and the Five Tropes of Agrippa, in terms of
which much of the argumentation of PH is conducted, seem wholly indifferent to
any distinction between scientific theory and everyday opinion. Secondly, PH
makes it plain that the opponents of Pyrrhonism regularly construed Pyrrhonism in
a rustic fashion - the notorious argument that Sceptics cannot act evidently
presupposes that Pyrrhonists have no beliefs at all.

The rustic interpreter takes his motto from Timon: 'That honey is sweet, I do not
affirm; that it appears so I allow'.15

An interpreter who finds urbane Pyrrhonism in /"//will also appeal primarily to
two features of Sextus' work. First, Sextus frequently characterizes Pyrrhonism by
reference to its opponents, the 'Dogmatists': 'the Sceptic, being a philanthropic
sort, wishes to cure by argument, to the best of his ability, the pretension and
temerity of the Dogmatists' (PH 3.280). Pyrrhonism is a therapy, a cure for the
mental illnesses induced by scientists, philosophers, and other learned charlatans: it
is not concerned with the ordinary beliefs of ordinary men. Secondly, Sextus
frequently presents himself as the champion of Pioc, of Ordinary Life or Common
Sense. Like Berkeley, he is eternally attacking Metaphysics and reducing men to
Common Sense. He is a defender, not an opponent, of ordinary beliefs.

The urbane interpreter takes his motto from Diogenes' summary of Scepticism:
'That fire burns we perceive; as to whether it has a caustic nature, we suspend
judgement'.16

Is PH rustic or urbane? A full discussion of the question would demand an
investigation of a major part of Sextus' text. Here I shall consider only three issues
raised by the question - the three which seem to me the most significant, both
historically and philosophically, of the many which the question suggests. I shall
look first at PH*s commitment to TCI cpouv6ueva; then at the notion of 86yua and
PH"s opposition to 01 SoyucmKoi; and thirdly at PHs attitude to pioc and the
Meaning of Life. As an epilogue I shall briefly suggest that the question itself may
be ill-conceived."
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III

The major part of Book 1 of PH presents the Ten Tropes of hnoyr\. The
characteristic conclusion of the Tropes is this: 'how each of the external objects
appears (cpaiveToii) we can perhaps say; but how it is in its nature we cannot assert'
{PH 1.87). The Pyrrhonist of PH is undeniably committed to xd (potiv6ueva: he is
prepared to say how things appear. Surely that in itself is enough to show that he is
no rustic? surely in saying how things appear he is exhibiting some beliefs?

The point is not that the phrase 'it appears to me' means 'I believe': (pcriveTai in
Greek, like 'appears' or 'seems' in English, may indeed carry such an epistemic
sense; but the word does not do so in PH 1. There the appearing is
'phenomenological' - (pcriveTcu reports the way things look.li (Not necessarily the
way they look to perception. Although perceptual appearings predominate in the
Ten Tropes, there are also numerous examples of non-perceptual appearings. The
phenomenological sense of 'seem' or (paiveTou is not in any way tied to perception. I
may say, phenomenologically, 'That argument looks sound - but don't be taken in
by it'.)19

Rather, the point is that the utterance of phenomenological (patveiai sentences
itself seems to commit the utterer to various beliefs. Sextus' Pyrrhonist will say
things like: 'The honey tastes sweet to me now'; 'The tower looks round to me from
here'; 'Incest strikes me as wrong in Alexandria'.20 Such utterances appear to imply
beliefs in at least four different ways. First, the utterer appears to refer to himself,
and hence to presuppose his own existence (and perhaps also certain facts about his
own nature, e.g. that he is a being capable of perception and thought). Secondly, the
utterer appears to refer to the present time, and hence to presuppose that there is
such a thing as time. Thirdly - and more strikingly - the utterer appears to refer to
external objects, and hence to assume their existence; for if I say 'That tower looks
round', I may be in doubt about the 'real nature' of the tower, but I can hardly
doubt that there is a tower there of some sort or other. Finally - and most
obviously - the utterer appears to be expressing a belief by his very utterance,
namely the belief that the honey tastes sweet to him, etc. For the utterance of an
indicative sentence functions characteristically as a manifestation of belief in the
proposition expressed by the sentence.

His use of the Ten Tropes, then, commits the Pyrrhonist of PH to at least a
limited number of beliefs; and that is enough to show that he is not a rustic.

That argument supposes that the Sceptic's utterances are to be construed as
statements or affirmations. And the supposition must not be allowed to go
unquestioned. Not every utterance is a statement: modern philosophers are familiar
with the notion of a 'speech act' and with the idea that there are many things other
than stating which an utterer may do in making an utterance; nor do we suppose
that every utterance of an indicative sentence must be construed as the making of a
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statement. Those notions are not modern: Greek philosophers had recognized,
centuries before Sextus, that statements were only one among many speech acts.
We must ask - and we may do so without anachronism - what speech act the
Pyrrhonist is performing when he utters (paivETCti sentences.21

Diogenes say that the Pyrrhonist's utterances are fe^ouoXoyqcsic, 'confessions'
(9.104). Sextus does not himself use that term;22 but he does say that the Sceptic's
utterances 'show' or 'reveal' his mental state (rcdGoc),23 and his term for the
utterances is dnayyeXiai, 'avowals'.24 It is plain that avowals and confessions were
supposed by the Pyrrhonists to be speech acts of a different kind from statements or
affirmations: Sextus in effect compares them to questions (and to admissions of
ignorance)25 and contrasts them with assertions.

The term 'avowal' has recently attained currency in Wittgensteinian circles. In a
celebrated passage Wittgenstein wrote: 'Words are connected with the original and
natural expression of feeling [ Empfindung= ndGoc], and are put in their place. A
child hurts itself and cries: adults then talk to him and teach him exclamations and
later sentences - they teach the child a new pain-behaviour. - "Then you're saying
that the word 'pain' really means crying?" - Quite the opposite: the verbal
expression of pain replaces crying and does not describe it' {Philosophical
Investigations I §244). Elsewhere Wittgenstein calls such 'expressions of feelings'
Ausserungen or avowal; and he explicitly says that 'to call the avowals of a feeling a
statement is misleading' (Zettel, §549).26

Children cry when they are in pain: they thereby express their pain, but they do
not state that they are in pain (they state nothing at all). Adults, when they are in
pain, may utter the sentence 'I am in pain' (or some vulgar equivalent): they thereby
express their pain, but they do not (according to Wittgenstein) state that they are in
pain (they state nothing at all). The Pyrrhonist of PH, when he is mentally affected,
may utter the sentence 'The tower seems round': he thereby expresses his TtdGoc, but
he does not state that he is experiencing a certain ndGoc (he does not state anything
at all).

The child's cry is not a statement, and it does not manifest a belief. The adult's
avowal expresses his pain, not his belief that he is in pain. Avowals are not
statements; and they by-pass belief. The avowals of a Pyrrhonist may similarly by-
pass belief.27 The Pyrrhonist of PH is committed to id qxxivouEva, and he readily
assents to <paiv£Tcu sentences.28 But his utterances are avowals, not statements;29

they express naQr\ and do not evince beliefs. Thus if we are prepared to take
seriously Sextus' talk of avowals,30 the Pyrrhonist may support TO cpctivoueva
volubly while remaining an exemplary rustic.
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IV

The PH Pyrrhonist is not only a supporter of xa (paiv6ueva: he is also a devoted
opponent of 01 SoyutmKoi and of their 86yucn:a. Now according to the urbane
interpreter of PH, SoyuaTa are beliefs of a special sort: they are, roughly speaking,
philosophico-scientific opinions - doctrines, principles, tenets.31 In rejecting
Sdyuaxa, then, the Pyrrhonist rejects not beliefs but doctrines; and insofar as the
Pyrrhonist is defined as a non-dogmatist, he is apparently able to admit and to
profess all ordinary beliefs.

To assess the force of that urbane contention, we must determine the sense and
the colour of the word 86yua. I shall first survey the use of the word outside PH,n

and then consider Sextus' own usage. The survey is, I fear, tedious; but it is an
indispensable preliminary to an understanding of Sextus' attitude to Dogmatism.

The noun 86yn<x first appears in extant Greek at the turn of the fifth century. Its
syntax and its sense are not obscure. Syntactically, 86yua derives from the verb
SOKEIV.33 (Aoyucrrt^Eiv34 and 8oyucmK6c are later formed from 86yua.)
Semantically, 86yua takes its sense from its parent verb: as a rcpayua is 0 jrpdrcei
TIC or a Tctyua 8 Taxxei TIC, SO a 86yua is 8 8OKEI TIVI.

The verb 8oK6iv presented itself to fifth century Athenians, with monotonous
frequency, in public documents: £8o!;e xfj PouXfj Kcti xcp 8r|U(5. And 86yua, in its
earliest surviving occurrences, has a political colouring: a 86yua is what SOKEI to an
official or to an authoritative body; it is a decree or a resolution.35 The word is
found in Plato with the same political tone;36 and throughout its history it appears
frequently in political or semi-political contexts.37 I shall return to the fact later.

Plato was perhaps the first philosopher to use the word 86yua.38 In the maieutic
section of the Theaetetus Socrates states that his task will be to bring Theaetetus'
86yuaTd into the light (157 D 2). As the context shows, the 86yuaTa of Theaetetus
are simply fi SOKEI T(5 ©BOUT^T© (157 C 2,5).39 Since the things which 8OKEI to
Theaetetus are his beliefs or opinions, we should surely translate 86yua as 'belief.40

In the six centuries that separate Plato from Sextus, words had time to change their
senses; but I find no evidence that the word 86yua underwent any semantic change,
and I suppose that, outside political contexts, 'belief generally conveys the sense of
Soyua.

But the sense of a word is only one component of its meaning. Another equally
important component is tone or colour: if the English 'belief conveys the sense of
86yua, it may still be false to its colour.41 To discover the colour of 86yua we must
learn the contexts in which it was customarily used and the types of belief which it
standardly designated.

The beliefs which Plato denotes by 86yua are usually philosophical opinions.42

Aristotle uses the word once or twice, again of philosophical tenets;43 so too does
Epicurus (who may have been the first philosopher to use the verb 8oyucm£ei.v).44

But the word only comes into its own some centuries later: Philo of Alexandria is
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THE BELIEFS OF A PYRRHONIST 7

the first author we know to have made frequent use of 86yua; 86yuoiTa pervade his
writings, and the 86yuciTa he adverts to are almost invariably philosophical tenets
or religious beliefs - the 86yua that the soul is immortal, the Soyua that the world
was created by God, the 86yuoiTa of Moses.45 Aoyuaia are weighty, substantial
beliefs - tenets, doctrines, principles. It is significant that Philo uses the adjective
SoyuctTiKoc in a commendatory sense to mean 'full of import'.46

Philo's usage is typical. In Plutarch's Moralia, for example, the word 86yn<x is not
infrequent: outside a few political contexts, Plutarch's 86yuara are philosophical
doctrines -1 have found no text in which Plutarch uses 86yua to denote a common
or garden belief.47 Again, Alexander of Aphrodisias uses 86yua to refer to the
philosophical beliefs of the Peripatetics and of their rivals: Sdyuaxa, in Alexander,
are beliefs of weight and substance.48

The theological writers, as we might expect, love 86yua. Early patristic Greek is
crammed with references to Soyuaxa.49 Lampe, in his Lexicon, gives the main sense
of 86yua as 'fixed belief, tenet'. He indicates that the word is used to denote
philosophical principles, the tenets of pagan religion, the teachings of Moses, and -
above all - the doctrines of Christianity. The Fathers use SoyuctTi^etv, in the sense
of'lay down as doctrine'; and we also find 8oyuaTiK<5c,8oYu<racu6c,8oymmcTr}c,
8oyuaTo9ecia, 5oyuaTO7roiTa. The writings of Clement and Hippolytus and Origen
are rich in evidence: the SoyuotTa they allude to are always philosophical, religious,
or scientific beliefs.50

Not every belief is appropriately called a Soyua. I believe that Rome is north of
Naples and that Oxford is west of Cambridge; but no Greek would call such beliefs
86yuotTa. The Suda has a brief entry running thus: Soyuaxi^ei, OeoXoyeT,
(pucioOxav - 'he dogmatizes - he theologizes, he is puffed up'.51 Its hostility apart,
the notice is just.

And recall Galen's standard nomenclature for the medical schools of the day.
The Logical Doctors are also called SoynaTiicov: they propound and rely upon
86yuata - theories about the internal structure of the body or the typology of
diseases, doctrines about the nature of causation or the relation of perception to
knowledge. The Dogmatists are opposed by the feujreipiKoi. These Empirics abjure
8oyuaxa; they are against theory and for observation. But in abjuring SoyuaTa they
do not, of course, abjure belief. On the contrary, they rely wholly on the rich store of
beliefs which experience - their own and other men's - has amassed for them.52

Galen's use of the term 86yuct is not idiosyncratic, and Galen is especially close,
both in date and in interests, to Sextus. His works show clearly that a man may
reject all 86yuaTci and yet retain innumerable beliefs.53

That conclusion is apparently controverted by one important set of texts -1
mean the writings of the Stoic philosophers. The word 86yua rarely occurs in the
surviving fragments of the Old Stoa;54 but it is very common in the works of the
imperial Stoics, in Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius.55 There its range of application
is not limited to philosophico-scientific tenets; and if Sextus' chief opponents were
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the Stoics, it might be thought that Stoic usage of the term 86yua was peculiarly
relevant to the interpretation of PH.

At first sight, Epictetus seems prepared to call any belief a 86yu<x. At all events, he
offers the sentences 'ofttoc T£KTCOV £CTI', 'O$TOC UOUCIK6C, 'ofrroc qnXdcocpoc', as
paradigm expressions of Sdyuaxa (diss. 4.8.4.); and he says, quite generally, that
£KCXCTOU SoyuctToc &xav f\ xpeva napfj Ttpdxeipov auto £xElv 8ei- tn' dpicxcp xa Ttspi
dpicxou, fev PaA.avei(p xa mp\ pcdaveioii, fev KOITTJ xa Tiepi Kovrfjc (diss. 3.10.1) -
86yuaxa about breakfast, bath, and bed are unlikely to be philosophical tenets. If
such beliefs are Sdyuatct, then surely any beliefs are Sdyuotta.

Yet it would be hasty to conclude that, in Stoic usage, every belief may be called a
56yu<x. Epictetus' 86y\xaxa fall, almost of them, into one of two classes. First,
Sdyuata are often philosophical tenets56 - here Epictetus is not departing from
normal Greek usage. Secondly, Sdyuaxa are far more often practical or evaluative
judgements - judgements which, by grounding 7rpoaip£ceic, lead to action.57

Typically, such Sdyuctxa are judgements about what is good or bad, just or unjust,
right or wrong. Those are the Sdyuaxa to which Epictetus refers in his monotonous
injunctions to maintain 6p0d 86yuctxa; for those are the 86yuaxa over which a man
has control and in virtue of which he is the sole determiner of his moral well-being.
Such judgements, in Epictetus' view, run through our whole lives: we need them at
breakfast, in the bath, in bed.

Epictetus' usage, narrowly considered, does not suggest that any belief at all may
be called a 86yua. His first class of 86yuata is familiar. His second class reflects
what I earlier called the political colour of the word 86yua: in public life, a 86yua is
an official decree; in the Stoic's private life, a 86yua is a practical resolution. The
use of Sdyua for evaluative judgements, which seems to be peculiar to the Stoics, is a
natural extension of the original public use.

From the fact that Epictetus uses 86yua to refer to two different types of
judgement, we should not infer that the word is ambiguous. Consider Cicero. He
determined to translate 86yua, in its philosophical applications, by the Latin
decretum.5* Why? He could, after all, have called upon credo or opinor had he
wanted a general word for 'belief; he could have used doctrina or perceptum had he
wanted a specific term for 'tenet'. Instead, he appealed to decerno, a word primarily
at home in the language of politics and the law. Cicero was a conscientious and
sensitive translator.59 His choice of decretum shows that he perceived a political
colouring to 86yua even in its philosophical applications; and if Cicero perceived it,
so, I suppose, did the Greeks.

There are two striking things about official Sdyuaxa, about what lhot,z TTJ PoiAfj
K<xl x& 8T)UC5. First, they are weighty, formal things. Secondly, they are practical,
aimed at action. I suggest that those two features colour the word 86yua
throughout its life, and explain its range of application. In some cases, where the
Sdyuot is a tenet or principle, the notion of weight is uppermost. (But even abstract
tenets may have an influence upon action: Hellenistic philosophy was, above all
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else, an Art of Living.) In other cases, where the Soyua is an evaluative judgement,
the notion of practicality is uppermost. (But practice and theory must not be
divorced: in Epictetus, philosophical principles are never far from the surface of the
practical texts.)

Aoyua, in sum, has a single sense: a man's SoyuaTa are what Soicei to him, the
things which seem good or right. But the word has a distinctive colouring, derived
from its public use: the colouring is that of weight and practicality.60

It is time to return to Sextus. First, some rough statistics.61 Sextus uses Soyua
some 25 times, Soyucm^eiv 30 times, 8oyucmic6c 200 times, SoyuaTiiaoc 20
times.62. About 150 of those passages are texts where Sextus uses oi SoyuaxiKoi to
refer to the Pyrrhonist's opponents. By my count, in 45 of those 275 places, Soyua
(or one of its cognates) indubitably refers to a philosophico-scientific tenet. As far
as I can see, in only two texts does 86yuct certainly not refer to such a tenet (M
11.150, 166); and in each of those passages the 86yua in question is a practical or
evaluative judgement - a Soyua falling into the second Epictetan class. Although
the remaining passages are, strictly speaking, neutral, it would, I think, be wholly
perverse to suppose that in them Soyua usually or even often referred to ordinary
beliefs. It is really plain that when Sextus uses a term from the Soyua family he is
designating a philosophical principle or a scientific theory. In short, Sextus' use of
Soyua is entirely comparable to the usage of Galen or of Clement or of any other
Greek of that era.

Sextus also has some explicit remarks to make about the sense of the word Soyua.
When he considers the question 'Do Pyrrhonists dogmatise?',63 he begins by
distinguishing two senses of Soyua:

We say that Sceptics do not dogmatise not in the sense [i] in which some
people say, fairly broadly, that dogma is TO EUSOKETV TIVI 7tpdyucm . . . ;
rather, we say that they do not dogmatise in the sense [ii] in which some
people say that dogma is an assenting to some object from among the unclear
things being investigated by the sciences. (PH 1.13)

There are two senses of 86yua: in the narrow sense, sense [ii], Pyrrhonists have no
86yuotTa; in the broad sense, sense [i], Pyrrhonists do have SoyuaTa.

The narrow sense, as Sextus characterizes it, corresponds closely enough to the
colour of the word 86yua in the vast majority of its occurrences: 86yuaTa in sense
[ii] are, roughly speaking, philosophico-scientific tenets. Of course no Pyrrhonist
accepts such 86yuaxa. But a Pyrrhonist does accept 86yuaxa in sense [i] - and
surely that is an explicit recognition on Sextus' part that a Pyrrhonist will have some
beliefs?

Sense [i] requires scrutiny.64 Sextus explains it by the phrase TO EUSOKSIV TIVI

JtpdyuaTi. The verb EILISOKETV is not classical, but it is common in prose from
Polybius onward, and its meaning emerges clearly from the texts it appears in:65

EUSOKEIV TIVI means 'be content with something'. Often the contentment is
minimal, and 'acquiesce in' is an appropriate English translation; sometimes -
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particularly in Christian texts - the contentment is maximal, and 'rejoice in' is
required.66

Pyrrhonists, then, 'are content with' certain things - why does Sextus say that?
. . . TO EOSOKEIV TIVI Jtpdyuom.. For the Sceptic assents to the affections
[7id0r|] which are forced upon him Kaxd cpavTaaiav [cf. PH2.10] - e.g. when
he is warmed or cooled he will not say, 'I believe (8OK<3) that I am not warmed
(or: cooled)'. (PH 1.13)

If a Pyrrhonist experiences a feeling of warmth he will not say 'I think I'm not being
warmed'; and that is what TO ECSOKEIV is for him.

It is clear that TO EUSOKETV is being used to convey a minimal notion of
contentment - a Pyrrhonist acquiesces in his 7td8r|, he does not speak out against
them or deny them.67 It is clear, too, that his acquiescence, as Sextus describes it,
does not involve any beliefs. For Sextus' language is scrupulously careful. He says
that a Pyrrhonist will not say 'I believe I'm not warmed'. From that it does not
follow that a Pyrrhonist will say 'I believe I am being warmed': his £0>8oida is a
matter of refraining from belief (he will not say 'I be l i eve . . . ' ) , and not a matter of
believing anything at all. If a Pyrrhonist dogmatises in sense [i], he may do so while
preserving his rusticity; for a 86yua in sense [i] is not a belief of any sort.68

Thus from PH 1.13 we learn two things: that a Pyrrhonist will not accept any
scientific or philosophical theories; and that he will acquiesce in his TtdGr).69 And
that information is peculiarly unsatisfying. A Pyrrhonist rejects science and avows
his 7td8r|; but what attitude does he take to ordinary beliefs? The sentences of
breakfast-time, bath-time, and bed-time - 'The butter's hard', 'The water's cold',
'The springs are protruding' - do not express scientific Sdyuorta, nor yet do they
serve in avowals. If we are concerned to discover the scope of fercoxrj in PH, it is
precisely such humdrum sentences which will most exercise us; yet of them Sextus
says nothing.

It might be suggested that, since ordinary beliefs patently do not fall under the
heading of 86yuaTa, they must somehow be accommodated under the heading of
EUSOK'KX.70 Alternatively, it might be thought that ordinary beliefs, evidently
escaping the net of ECSOKIO, must somehow be caught in the snares of 86yua. I shall
end my remarks on 86yua by pursuing that second suggestion.

A6yua in sense [ii] is f\ TIVI TtpdyuaTi xc5v KOTO TOC ercicTiiuac r̂|Toi>|i£vo)v
dSritaov cuyKaTd0£cic. The phrase KOTO Tdc £7ncTr|uac £T)TOUUEV<X does not
function as a restrictive qualification on ia 6t8r|Xa. Sextus is not insinuating a
distinction between those fi8r|Xa which are subject to scientific investigation and
those which are not: when he later adverts to 86yucn:a in sense [ii] he drops the
reference to the sciences - a 'dogmatic supposition' is defined simply as 'assent to
something unclear' (PH 1.197), and that is Sextus' normal way of identifying
86yuaT<x.71 Td Kara xdc ETiicTfiuac £r|TouuEva &8r|X.a are simply Td &8r|A.a.

And TO &8r|>.(x here are what Sextus later distinguishes as Td (pucEi fiSnXa, i.e.
'those things which do not have a nature of the sort to fall under our direct
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perception (e.g. imperceptible pores)' (PH 2.98). Td a8r|Xa contrast with T&
7tp68r|>.a (or, equivalently, with id fevapyfj or xa cpaivoueva72). Paradigm sentences
which involve only 7tp65r|Xa are 'It is day', 'I am conversing' (PH2.97; A/8.144).
Now those sentences, being explicitly said to involve np6?>r\\a, cannot be taken to
express SdyuctTcx. On the other hand, they surely do express ordinary beliefs. And
an easy generalisation is to hand: all or most sentences expressing ordinary beliefs
will involve only 7tp6Sr|A.a; hence all or most ordinary beliefs will fail to be 86yuaTci.

That simple argument might seem quite enough to scotch the suggestion that
ordinary beliefs should be somehow subsumed under the heading of 86yu<XTa. But
there is, in fact, an equally simple counterargument available.

The Pyrrhonian attack on 'logic' is rehearsed twice by Sextus, in PH 2 and in M
7-8. In each case the strategy is the same.73 The Dogmatists claim knowledge in two
areas: since they possess a 'criterion of truth', they have knowledge ofTdfevapyfj or
td 7tp68r|A.a; since they can employ 'signs' and 'proofs', they have knowledge of xa
fi8r|Xa. Now the Pyrrhonists dispute both parts of that dual claim. They produce
reasons for doubting the existence of a criterion (PH 2.14-96; Ml.24-8.140); and
they argue against signs and proofs (PH 2.97-192; MS. 141-481). By the end of the
attack on 'logic' it seems that the Pyrrhonist will entertain beliefs neither about Td
fi8r|>.a nor about xa 7tp68r|Xa. Both parts of the Pyrrhonian attack are directed
against the Dogmatists. Sextus' presentation makes it appear that xd np68r\Xa, no
less than Td fi8r|Xa, are the subject-matter for SdyuaTa. But Td 7tp68r|Xa are the
subject-matter for ordinary beliefs. Hence ordinary beliefs are, after all, to be
classified as 86yuaT<x.

Thus there seems to be an inconsistency within PH over the status of ordinary
beliefs,74 and that inconsistency makes it unclear what the Pyrrhonist's attitude to
such beliefs is supposed to be. But in fact the inconsistency is only apparent.

Consider the ordinary bath-time belief that the water is tepid. That belief makes
no reference to Td &8r|Xa, nor is it a 86yua. For all that, we cannot affirm that the
water is tepid unless we have a criterion of truth - a way of judging that the 7td8oc
with which the water affects us corresponds to the actual state of the water. The
criterion is needed not to infer that the water is tepid (there is nothing to infer it
from) but rather to judge that the water is tepid; we require not reasons for an
inference but grounds for a judgement - and unless we have such grounds we are
not warranted in making the judgement.

A Pyrrhonist will only believe that the water is tepid if he judges it to be so; and he
can only judge it to be so if he possesses a criterion of truth by which to judge it. But
the thesis that there is a criterion of truth is itself a 86yua - indeed it is a perfect
specimen of those philosophico-scientific tenets which the Greeks called 86y\iaxa.
Now the Pyrrhonist of PH rejects all 86yuctTa. Hence he will not have - or rather,
will not believe that he has - a criterion of truth. Hence he will not be able to judge,
or to believe, that the water is tepid.

In general, the Pyrrhonist of PH will have no ordinary beliefs at all. Ordinary
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beliefs are not Soyucaa,75 nor do they advert to &8nA.a. Nonetheless, in rejecting
Sdyuata the Pyrrhonist must reject ordinary beliefs; for the possession of ordinary
beliefs presupposes the possession of at least one 86yua - the 86yua that there is a
criterion of truth.

In that way, the apparent inconsistency within PH is dissolved,76 and the PH
Pyrrhonist emerges as a rustic. In rejecting Sdyuaxa he explicitly rejects any
scientifico-philosophical theory; but he implicitly rejects all other beliefs as well.77

Sextus frequently characterises his Pyrrhonist negatively, as an opponent of
Dogmatism. But he also sometimes characterizes him positively, as a champion of
Life. Bioc in classical Greek usually means 'way of life', 'life style'. Sextus employs
the word in a somewhat different way: pioc contrasts with (piAocoqua,78 piomic6c
with SoyuauKoc.79 The contrast is roughly that between the layman and the
professional, between real life and theory. Bioc means something like 'ordinary
life', 'everyday life'. Thus ol &nd TOO piou (M 11.49) are ordinary men, non-
professionals; TO PicoTiKd KpiT-qpia are the standards used in everyday judgements,
as opposed to the technical or 'logical' standards invented by the philosophers (PH
2.15; M 7.33);80 pioc itself is often used to mean 'Everyman' (e.g. M 2.18; 9.50).

Sometimes pioc is connected with language: pioc denotes ordinary language as
opposed to technical usage (M 1.232; 8.129). Here Sextus is following the
terminology of the grammarians.81 Indeed, the Sextan use of pioc is not peculiar to
him: in later Greek the word frequently marks off the lay from the professional;82 in
the patristic writers pioc invokes the affairs of the world as opposed to the affairs of
heaven, and ol piomKoi are laymen as opposed to clerics and monks.83

Sextus is not unreservedly favourable to pioc. In a few passages the views of
Everyman are subjected to the Sovauic &VTi0£TiKf| along with the 56yuctT(X of the
professionals;84 and the First Trope of Agrippa - the ubiquitous trope of Siacpcovict -
makes explicit reference to Pioc: 'we discover that there has arisen an undecidable
dissension both among ordinary men (rcapd xcp Pico) and among the philosophers'
(/77 1.165).85

But an urbane interpreter of PH should not be discountenanced by such
references. Laymen and professionals do sometimes make pronouncements on the
same subjects. If a Pyrrhonist directs enoxri towards all Soyuora, he will in
consequence direct kno%f\ toward some beliefs of Everyman. (Most obviously,
there will be an overlap between Soyua and pioc in the area of religion; and it is just
there that we find Sextus being sceptical about pioc.) That does not commit a
Pyrrhonist to a uniformly hostile attitude to pioc.86

Moreover, Sextus frequently expresses a friendly attitude toward Everyman. 'It is
enough, I think, to live by experience and dSo^ctcTwc, in accordance with the
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common observations and preconceptions, suspending judgement about what is
said out of dogmatic embellishment and far beyond the needs of ordinary life (Si;©
xfjc PuiHiKfjc xpeiac)' (PH 2.246; cf. 254; 3.235).87 Such passages seem to imply a
limited bno%r\: a Pyrrhonist will suspend judgement on 86YU<XTCI, but he will not
allow his kno%r\ to spill over into 'common observations' and the beliefs of
'ordinary life'.

The crucial passage on pioc occurs near the beginning of PH. It requires detailed
analysis.

Attending to the appearances, we live dSo^dcxcoc in accordance with
ordinary observation (K<XT& xf|v PiomKr|v Tfjpr|civ), since we cannot be
altogether inactive. And this ordinary observation seems to consist of four
parts and to depend first upon instruction of nature, then upon necessity of
affections, then upon tradition of laws and customs, and finally upon
teaching of arts: on natural instruction, in virtue of which we are capable of
perception and of thought; on necessity of affections, in virtue of which
hunger guides us to food and thirst to drink; on tradition of customs and laws,
in virtue of which we accept in accordance with ordinary life ( PICOTIKWC) pious
action as good and impious action as wicked; on teaching of arts, in virtue of
which we are not inactive in the arts we accept. (PH 1.23-4; cf. 226, 237)

That paragraph details the Pyrrhonist's allegiance to pioc, and the context in which
it does so is of some importance.

Dogmatists had charged Pyrrhonians with inactivity: if a Pyrrhonist is
consistent, he will never do anything; for, having no beliefs, he will have no motive
for doing anything.88 In PH 1.23-4 Sextus gives his reply to that charge: the four-
part 'ordinary observation' is meant to explain how it is that a Pyrrhonist can act
despite his Scepticism. Thus we must construe the elements of the PUOTIKI5! rr|pT|cic
as types of explanation of action: the Pyrrhonian does act; the four-part Trjpr|cic
categorises the possible explanations of how he can act.

Here I am not concerned with the adequacy or the plausibility of Sextus'
explanatory scheme. My sole question is this: does the Piomicfi Tr^pricic commit the
Sceptic to any beliefs at all? The PH Pyrrhonian supports pioc just insofar as his
actions are explicable by appeal to the PUOTIKI5! Tr)pr)cic: if that appeal does not
invoke beliefs, then the Pyrrhonist may support pioc while remaining rustic; if the
appeal does invoke belief, then his support for pioc makes the PH Sceptic urbane.

I shall consider each part of the TT\ p-ncic89 in turn - though for dramatic reasons I
shall not follow Sextus' order.

[1] 'AV&YKT| TtaGdW, the necessity of affections, causes little trouble. Pyrrhonians
eat and drink. How is that to be explained? - By the fact that they are hungry and
thirsty. There is no need to advert to anything else: his itd8r| alone suffice to drive
the Sceptic - like any other man or animal - to food and drink. Sextus does not
explicitly say that dvayicr) rcaOrav invokes no beliefs; but he will surely have thought
that it does not.90 That part of the tr|pT|cic seems compatible with rusticity.
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[2] Ai5acKaXia TEXVQV, teaching of arts, is needed to explain the professional
activities of a Pyrrhonist. Some Sceptics, like Sextus himself, were doctors,91 and
other trades were Pyrrhonianly permissible.92 The Sceptic's professional actions
will be explained, in part at least, by reference to what his master taught him.

Now it might seem that teaching ineluctably involves beliefs. Tradesmen believe
things; doctors have professional opinions; 'teaching of arts' - in Medical School,
Agricultural College, or Naval Academy - will surely consist in the transmission of
facts and the inculcation of beliefs. But I do not think that a Pyrrhonian is obliged
so to understand the activity of teaching.93 Why may he not construe teaching as the
instilling of know-how, of skills and capacities? Teaching a man medicine, on that
view, is like training him to ride: you are attempting to impart a power or skill to
him; you are not trying to give him any beliefs. A Pyrrhonian doctor's professional
activities can thus be explained by reference to his professional training, without
supposing that the explanation involves belief.

That view of teaching is not found in any Sextan text; but it is strongly suggested
by a curious passage from the end of PH 1. At PH 1. 236-41 Sextus the Empiric
argues that Pyrrhonism is incompatible with medical Empiricism, and he
assimilates Scepticism rather to medical Methodism. The first of two points of
association which Sextus finds between Pyrrhonists and Methodists leads him to
say that 'everything said by the Methodists can be subsumed under the necessity of
affections' (239).

For 'just as the Sceptic, in virtue of the necessity of his affections, is guided by
thirst to drink and by hunger to food, so the Methodical doctor is guided by the
affections to their corresponding treatments - by contraction to dilatation . . . , by
fluxion to its staunching.. . ' (238). A Methodical doctor will observe his patient's
condition, and that condition will guide him - by a kind of natural necessity - to the
appropriate therapy. That must seem fantastical as an account of medical practice;
but I suppose it is to be taken seriously. And Sextus explicitly connects his account
of professional medical practice to his description of the PUOTIKI^ TTipncic.94

Presumably that account of medical practice will be extended by the Pyrrhonist
to cover all the professions. Thus professional expertise is not a matter of factual -
still less of theoretical - knowledge and belief: it is a matter of capacity or skill; a
professional is a man who responds in the appropriate way to the relevant stimuli. If
that is so, then teaching an art is simply the inculcation of a capacity. Sextus'
account of medical practice indicates that medical TS^VT) is to be conceived of as
skill or know-how. It is plausible to generalize that account, and to construe all
texvctt as skills or know-hows. If a T£%vr| is a skill, then 8i8acicaXia xz%v&\ is the
instillation of a skill. And thus - finally -a Pyrrhonist may explain his actions by
reference to 8i5acK<xA.ict TE^VCSV without thereby admitting to any beliefs. So far,
the PICOTIKÎ  Tt|pncic is compatible with rusticity.

[3] IlapdSocic E0ti5v Kal vducov, the tradition of customs and rules, will explain
certain conventional acts which the Pyrrhonist performs. Why does Sextus wear
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trousers, spell his name with a sigma, take of his hat in churches, drive on the
right? - 'Because that is the custom, that is the law'. Sextus' primary point is
doubtless this: a Pyrrhonian does not have to believe that it is a good thing to wear
trousers or drive on the right - having abandoned beliefs about goodness and
badness, he may still act as other men do, and he acts 'because that is the done
thing'.

But it is plausible to go further. A Pyrrhonist need not believe that it is good to
drive on the right; nor need he believe that it is the custom to drive on the right; nor,
indeed, need he believe anything at all about driving on the right. He drives on the
right because that is the custom - not because he believes that it is the custom (nor
because he believes anything else).95 Thus the tradition of laws and customs is also
compatible with rusticity.

It is, I said, plausible to go further in that way; but is it faithful to Sextus'
intentions? The answer might seem to be No. For Sextus' illustration of custom and
law appears to invoke beliefs of some sort: he says 'we accept (reapaka\ipdvouev)
. . . pious action as good' - and does not that mean 'we believe that pious action is
good'? Moreover, at PH 3.2, prefacing his remarks on dogmatic theology, Sextus
expressly states that 'following ordinary life dSo^dctwc, we say that there are gods
and we revere the gods and we say that they care for us.'96 The ordinary customs
which the Pyrrhonist of PH accepts include religious beliefs as well as religious
practices.

That might be right, but it is not actually forced upon us by the texts. At PH 1.24,
the phrase 'we accept.. .pious action as good' may mean, not 'we believe pious
action to be good', but rather 'we adopt pious action as though it were good.'97 So
construed, the phrase does not imply any beliefs on the part of the Pyrrhonist. As
for 3.2, it must be allowed that the Pyrrhonist will say 'The gods exist', 'The gods
care for us' and the like; but Sextus asserts only that he will say such things, not that
he will believe them.98 A Pyrrhonist who goes to church will do the customary
things - he will bare his head, genuflect, cross himself, and so on; and he will also
say certain things. Those utterances are parts of the ritual: they do not betoken
belief any more than the Sceptic's other ritual gestures do.99

Thus a rustic interpretation of the 'tradition of laws and customs' can be
produced. But I confess that I find the interpretation forced; for although Sextus'
abstract description of 'tradition' is perfectly compatible with rusticity, his
illustration of the Pyrrhonist's traditionalism strongly suggests belief - if Sextus
intends PH 1.24 (and 3.2) to be understood in a rustic fashion then his language is
misleading and perhaps disingenuous.

[4] 'YcpifyTicic (puciKr], natural instruction,100 seems, from its name, a probable
ource of belief; and when Sextus glosses the phrase by reference to perception and
thought, that probability increases - for perception and thought are surely prime
originators of belief. But what exactly has Sextus got in mind when he refers to
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'natural instruction'? A part of the answer to that question comes from Book 2 of
PH.

In PH2, as I have already remarked, Sextus argues against the Dogmatists' use of
signs and proofs. But his rejection of signs is not wholesale; on the contrary, he
carefully records a distinction between two types of sign, and explicitly states that
he is arguing against only one of those types. 'Indicative' signs allegedly enable us to
learn about naturally unclear objects (rd (pocei fi§T)A.a): Sextus will have nothing to
do with them. But in addition to indicative signs there are 'recollective' signs; and
for them Sextus has more respect.

'They call a recollective sign something which has been directly observed
together with the thing signified and which, at the same time as it strikes us, while
the latter is unclear, leads us to a recollection of the thing which was observed
together with it and is now not striking us directly - as in the case of smoke and fire'
(PH 2.100). Smoke is a recollective sign of fire because (a) we have often directly
observed smoke and fire together, and (b) when we directly observe smoke and do
not directly observe fire, the smoke leads us to think of fire.101

Sextus admits such signs. 'Recollective signs are relied upon in ordinary life.
When a man sees smoke he infers (cnueiouTai) fire, and when he has noticed a scar
he says that a wound has been received. Thus not only do we not fight against
ordinary life, but we actually struggle at its side, assenting d8oi;dcT(oc to what it
relies upon and opposing the private fictions of the Dogmatists' (PH 2.102).102

The ordinary man sees smoke rising from the hillside or a speck of blood on your
chin (there he relies on a'(c0r|cic). He then infers (crmeioOxai) that there is a brush-
fire or that you cut yourself shaving (there he exercises vdrjcic). He starts from one
belief, based upon perception; and his deduction leads him to another belief. The
Pyrrhonist accepts recollective signs and fights on the side of pioc. It is natural to
infer that the Pyrrhonist is thereby committed to those beliefs which Everyman
employs when engaged in sign-inference; and it is plausible to regard that as a
particularly good illustration of ticpiymcic cpuciKr̂ . In that case, the Pyrrhonist of
PH, siding with pioc and relying on recollective signs, is urbane and not rustic.

A rustic interpreter must explain three things if his interpretation is to survive the
acceptance of recollective signs. He must explain (i) how the Pyrrhonist can embark
upon the inference - how he can rely on aic0r|cic and report the smoke; (ii) how he
can end the inference - how he can come to report the fire; and (iii) how he can make
the inference - how he can infer from the smoke to the fire. For all three of those
things apparently involve beliefs, and the rustic interpreter does not allow beliefs to
his Pyrrhonist.

Now it is easy to see how the rustic interpreter will proceed. On (i) and (ii) he will
suggest that, in uttering the initial and the final stages of the sign-inference, the
Pyrrhonist is not stating beliefs but simply avowing his 7td9r): 'It looks like smoke
over there', 'It looks like fire over there',103 he will say; and those utterances,
employing typical (paiverai sentences, will commit him to no beliefs. As for (iii), the
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inference, that may be interpreted, analogously to the dvdYKr| KCLB&V, as a piece of
natural necessity: having the 7rd0oc reported by 'It looks like smoke', the Pyrrhonist
finds that he also has the rcdGoc reported by 'It looks like fire' - he makes no
inference at all, strictly speaking; rather, as Sextus says, nature 'leads him' to the
second Jt&Goc. A Pyrrhonist, like Everyman, uses recollective signs; and he
therefore produces utterances of the form lp - so q\ But in those utterances neither
'p' nor V expresses a belief (they merely avow 7td0r|); and the word 'so' does not
signify an inference (it marks a psychological compulsion). The whole affair takes
place without any beliefs being invoked.

That is, I hope, a moderately coherent account of the way in which a 'sign-
inference' might work; and it shows that a rustic Pyrrhonist could give a coherent
explanation of his use of recollective signs.104 But that is not enough. I am not
asking whether a rustic could give such an explanation: I am asking whether the
account in PH2 is rustic. And it is, I fear, hard to read the account I have just given
into the text of PH. Everyman surely has beliefs and makes inferences when he
employs recollective signs. Sextus says that his Pyrrhonist sides here with
Everyman: he does not say that the Pyrrhonist transmutes Everyman's statements
of belief into avowals of mxGn; he does not say that the Pyrrhonist replaces
Everyman's inference by a psychological event. Had Sextus wanted to indicate that
the Pyrrhonist's use of recollective signs involves no beliefs he could have done so
quite easily. He does not do so. If, nevertheless, he intends a rustic reading of
recollective signs we must suppose, again, that his language is misleading and
perhaps disingenuous.

What, in sum, are we to make of Sextus' account of the PuoTiKf| T^jpricic? Three
general conclusions seem to me to emerge from an analysis of the texts. First, it is
possible to construct an interpretation of the Ttipr|cic which is compatible with a
rustic view of PH - adherence to the Tf|pr|cic does not positively demand a
commitment to belief. Or rather, a rustic Pyrrhonist might argue, with some show
of plausibility, that his beliefless state is consistent with his following the tr|pr|cic.
Secondly, if we insist upon a rustic construal of the tr|pr|cic, then wetnust dismiss
Sextus' claim that his Pyrrhonist sides with pioc: Everyman has everyday beliefs; a
rustic Pyrrhonist has no beliefs; it is merely disingenuous for a rustic to pretend that
he is on the side of Everyman. (Just as it was disingenuous of Berkeley to pretend to
be vindicating Common Sense.) A rustic may with more plausibility suggest that his
own style of life need not differ markedly in its external form from the life of
Everyman, and to that extent he may reasonably claim an affinity to Everyman. But
exactly the same claim could be made - with more propriety - by any Dogmatist;
and the claim does not constitute a justification for enrolling the rustic Pyrrhonist
as an ally of pioc in its alleged battle against 86yua. Thirdly, and most importantly,
I fear that we must conclude either that PH is not uniformly rustic or else that PH is
culpably disingenuous: if we take Sextus' remarks about pioc at their face value we
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shall adopt the former conclusion, if we take them with a large pinch of salt we shall
adopt the latter conclusion.

And there, for the moment, I rest the case. The general tenor of PH is, I think,
indubitably rustic. But PH also contains important intrusions of urbanity.

VI

The problem I have been discussing concerns the range or scope of Pyrrhonian
fercoxf|. It was granted that different Pyrrhonists may well have set different limits to
their i.no%i\ - that some may have permitted themselves to believe more than
others. But it is a presupposition of the problem, as it has been posed, that any
particular Pyrrhonist must, if he is to have a coherent philosophy, define the scope
of bnoxA within his own version of Scepticism. I shall end this paper by questioning
that presupposition, and hence by suggesting that the problem of the scope of
fejtoxi] is in a certain sense unreal.

The goal of Pyrrhonism is dtxapa^ia, and the original cause of Sceptical
investigations is 'the anomaly in things' and the disquiet which such anomaly
arouses (PH 1.12). We become aware of an 'anomaly' in, say, the alleged facts about
death: do we survive our deaths, as some hold, or do we rather perish utterly, as
others maintain? The anomaly upsets us - we are xapciTTOusvoi. We begin an
investigation of the subject in the hope, initially, of discovering the truth and so
setting our minds at rest. But we possess a 5uvauic dvTi0£UKrj; we find that the
arguments pro are equally balanced by the arguments con; we end in tnojfy over the
question - and upon hnox^ there supervenes the desired dxapa^ia.

Will every Pyrrhonist exhibit i.no%i\ towards the possibility of an afterlife? Surely
not. For a Pyrrhonist will only reach knoxi\ if he exercises his 80vauic dvTiGetiKii;
he will only exercise his Suvauic dvuSetiKri if he finds himself suffering from
Tapa^rj; he will only suffer from tapc^f) if he perceives a worrying dvwuaMa in
things. Nothing obliges us to think that Tapaxr) over death is a universal
phenomenon (still less, Tapa/ii over the nature of time and place, the possibility of
causal interconnexions, the existence of numbers). Some men may never light upon
the anomaly in the thing. Others may discover the anomaly and laugh it aside.
Untroubled, such men have no motive for exercising their 8uvctuic dvciGetiKTi on
the puzzles of dying, and hence no means - and no motive - for achieving feito^.

The point of Pyrrhonism is dtapa^ia. Pyrrhonist strategies are relevant only
where Tapaxrj exists. A man who suffers only mildly from xapaxrj may be a perfect
Pyrrhonist; for he may achieve complete dxapa^ia by exercising his Suvauic and
reaching fercoxrj in a very modest way. Others, who find the whole of life a sea of
troubles, will not be set at rest until they have achieved universal fenoxrj.

The medical simile which the Sceptics loved is helpful here. Tapax^ is a disease,
kno%x\ the cure. The Pyrrhonist is a doctor - a psychiatrist - who claims the ability
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to cure xapaxi in most of its forms.105 How much medicine does a man need to be
healthy? How far will a competent doctor apply his plasters and administer his
drugs? Plainly, it all depends on the disease. Some conditions require massive doses
and major surgery, others are assuaged by an aspirin. It is absurd to imagine that
doctors can produce a single formula, applicable to all men in all conditions, or
pronounce generally that every patient needs so many pills a day.

How much fercoxT) does a man need for dTapa^ia or mental health? How far will a
competent Pyrrhonist apply his Tropes and exercise his 5uvauic &VTI9ETIKTI?

Plainly, it all depends on the disease. Serious mental conditions require strong
remedies, minor maladies are righted by a simple argument or two. It is absurd to
suppose that a Pyrrhonist can produce a single formula, applicable to all men in all
conditions, or pronounce generally that every patient needs so much knoxf\ and so
many Tropes a day.

Yet that absurd supposition lies behind the question I have been discussing.
'What is the extent of kno%r\ recommended by the Pyrrhonist o f / W The question
is misconceived, for it rests upon a silly presupposition. 'Eno^r] may be broad or
narrow. Pyrrhonism may be rustic or urbane. Everything depends on the state of
the particular patient.

That, I suggest, is the answer which Sextus shouldhave given to the question. I do
not claim that Sextus did give that answer. But I am inclined to imagine that he
would have given it had the question been put to him directly. For, first, the answer
is an obvious corollary of the general remarks about the nature and goal of
Pyrrhonism with which Sextus prefaces PH. Secondly, the answer makes sense of
the closing paragraphs of PH: there, at PH 3.280-1, Sextus makes some curious
comments on the power of his own arguments and he exploits the medical simile in
a self-conscious way. Finally, the answer provides an escape from the dismal
conclusion to which the body of this paper has led us: we need not accept that PH is
inconsistent or incoherent or indefinite in its attitude to the scope of tnoxf\; if the
scope of tnoyi\ is determined by the patient's condition and not by the doctor's
theories, then we should not expect the doctor's theories to contain a coherent
thesis - or any thesis at all - about the range and scope of
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NOTES

* Drafts of this paper have been read at Cambridge, Rome and Milan: I am indebted to my three
audiences for numerous suggestions and improvements.

1. PH is Sextus Empiricus, Outlines of Pyrrhonism; M is Sextus, adversus Mathemalicos.

2. I shall use 'Sceptic' and 'Pyrrhonist' interchangeably; I have nothing to say about the Academic
Sceptics.

3. Modern sceptics customarily reject knowledge and they may allow themselves a full measure of belief.
Ancient Sceptics reject belief, they also, of course, reject knowledge, but that is only a trivial consequence
of their rejection of belief.

4. E.g. PH 1.34 (OUSEJKO /pfj cuyKaTaTiOEcOai); D.L. 9.81 (£<p£KT£ov); Timon, apud Aristocles, apud
Eusebius, P.E. 14.18.3 (UT|8E JUCTEUEIV 8EI).

5. E.g. PH 1.59 (EipE^ouEv); 1.78 (EJIEXEIV dtvayKac6r}couai); 1.89 (elcdyecitai zr\\ Ejioxrjv).

6. The point needs stressing: unless it is firmly grasped we cannot begin to understand the Pyrrhonist's
bizarre attitude to his own arguments (PH 3.280-1).

7. Hence the Stoics may consistently indulge in selective EJtoxrj: Cicero, Ac. 2.29.94; PH2.253; cf. D.L.
3.52 (on Plato).

8. See esp. Myles Burnyeat, 'Can the Sceptic Live his Scepticism?', in Doubt and dogmatism, edd.
M. Schofield, M. F. Burnyeat, J. Barnes (1980), and Michael Frede, 'Des Skeptikers Meinungen', Wene
Heftefiir Philosophic 15/16 (1979) 102-29. (Cf. M. F. Burnyeat, 'Idealism and Greek Philosophy: what
Descartes saw and Berkeley missed', Philosophical Review 91 (1982) 3-40, esp. pp. 23-32.) My paper is
indebted on every page to the work of those two scholars and friends.

9. See esp. Victor Brochard, Les sceptiques grecs (19232).

10. Galen, diff. puls. 7.71 IK; praenot. 14.628K.

11. Sextus' extant writings were probably composed in the order: PH - M 7-9-A/1-6 (see esp.
K. JanaJek, 'Die Hauptschrift des Sextus Empiricus als Torso Erhalten?', Philologus 107(1963)271-7).
Janacek's various philological studies have shown in detail how Sextus' style altered in the course of his
career. I think it plausible to suppose developments in his thought too - but the topic awaits detailed
investigation.

12. There may, of course, be no determinate answer to that question either - PH may, in the end, turn
out to offer no coherent view on the extent of £7toxrj. See further below, pp. 15-18.

13. dypotKomjppcovE'ioi: see the passages cited above, n. 10.

14. Myles Burnyeat has called this the country gentleman's Scepticism, in honour of Montaigne. (I take
this from an unpublished paper on 'The Sceptic in his Place and Time', which he has kindly allowed me
to read.) Burnyeat suggests that urbane Pyrrhonists 'insulate' their philosophy from the rest of their life,
and that only a rustic treats his Scepticism as a philosophy to live by. But 'insulation' may be taken in
either of two ways, (a) Some modern Sceptics claim that their doubts are 'philosophical' doubts, not
ordinary doubts. 'Philosophical' doubt is allegedly compatible with ordinary belief: a man may believe,
with everyone else, that roses are red and violets blue - and at the same time he may doubt,
philosophically, that violets are blue and roses red. A Scepticism which limits itself to philosophical
doubt 'insulates' itself from real life, inasmuch as a Sceptic may share in all the beliefs - and hence join in
the normal activities - of his fellow men. The distinction between philosophical doubt and ordinary
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doubt is scarcely to be found in ancient Scepticism. (But some scholars find it at M 11.165; and Michael
Frede has in effect suggested that it underlies the theorising of the Methodical School of medicine: see his
'The Method of the so-called Methodical School of Medicine', in Science and speculation, edd. J. Barnes,
J. Brunschwig, M. F. Burnyeat, M. Schofield (1982).) The 'insulation' which 'philosophical' doubt
introduces was no part of normal Pyrrhonism, (b) The urbane Pyrrhonist directs his Eno^r] to
philosophico-scientific matters; although he never doubts and believes the same things, his doubts are
still, in a sense, 'insulated' from ordinary life - for they touch only on the concerns of professionals. But
that is not to say that his doubts have no practical manifestations. For, first, in some cases at least he may
well part company with ordinary beliefs and practices (see below, p. 12). And secondly, his professional
doubts may have a profound effect on his professional practices. One ancient example may illustrate that
point. The Empirical doctors were urbane Sceptics; and their Scepticism had a notable effect upon their
approach to medicine - it affected their research, their classification of diseases, their diagnoses and
prognoses, their therapy. See, most strikingly, the remarks on anatomy and vivisection at Celsus,
prooem. 40-3 (with 23-4).

15. Timon, frag. 74 Diels = D.L. 9.105.

16. D.L. 9.104; cf. M 7.197-9; Galen, simp. med. 11.380K.

17. Two troublesome side-issues should be mentioned, (a) Very many sentences in the text of PH appear
to commit the Pyrrhonist to beliefs of various sorts: Sextus says that men's eyes are differently structured
from those of cats (PH 1.47), and his account of the Ten Tropes is largely composed of such
observations; he says that Plato was not a Sceptic (PH 1.222), and his writings are full of such
doxographical remarks. Surely all that indicates a mass of ordinary beliefs? (So already the ancient
critics of Pyrrhonism: see Aristocles, apwrf Eusebius, P.E. 14.18.11.) It does not, and the passages will
bear no weight: sometimes we should plainly understand a KaSdmep <paciv (cf. PH 1.80, 85) - Sextus is
not speaking in propria persona; sometimes an elvcu must be read 'catachrestically' as <p<xivec8ai (cf. PH.
1.135, 195, 202; cf. M 11.18-19) - Sextus is not saying how things are; sometimes, no doubt, we should
simply suppose an understandable carelessness on Sextus' part. If PH is urbane, then (some of) those
passages may be taken to express Pyrrhonian beliefs; but the passages cannot be adduced as evidence for
urbanity, (b) Sextus is a Pyrrhonist attempting to describe Pyrrhonism: the attempt, as Sextus is acutely
aware, is always close to incoherence - how can someone who purports to have no philosophical beliefs
describe his own philosophical position? I am not here concerned with that problem, or with Sextus'
efforts to surmount it. For it is a problem independent of the dispute between rustic and urbane
interpreters (it arises for the urbane no less than for the rustic). My question is this: how should we, who
are probably not Pyrrhonists, describe the philosophy which Sextus advocates in PH!

18. Burnyeat, 'Can the Sceptic', 43-6, is convincing on this point.

19. See further J. Barnes, 'Aristotle's Methods of Ethics', Revue Internationale de Philosophie 133/4
(1980)490-511, at 491 n. 1.

20. The canonical form of the Pyrrhonist's ipotivExai sentences is: 'x appears F to me now' (see e.g. PH
1.196 TO 5E (paiv6nEvov r|u"iv Ttept aCx(3v oxe f|ulv CTtort'utTEi XiyouEv; cf. e.g. 1.4,193,197). Sextus says
little about what appears to others or to us at other times; but I assume that the conclusions of the Ten
Tropes, at least, are implicitly limited to what appears to me now.

21. Burnyeat, 'Can the Sceptic', 25-6, takes a different line. He argues, in effect, that (paivExai sentences
were not regarded by the Pyrrhonists - or, in general, by the Greeks - as being true (or false); for truth
was, for them, a matter of correspondence with external reality, and (paivExai sentences say nothing
about external reality. Now since belief is tied to truth (believing something is believing it true), tpaivExai
sentences do not express beliefs at all. I am not happy with that argument; but I have no room to examine
it here. The argument I produce in the text may be regarded either as an alternative or as a complement to
Burnyeat's.
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22. At M 1.269, 272, E^ouoXoyEiv is merely a synonym for 6uoXoys~iv. Note that Ei;ouoXoy£"tv is the
technical term in Christian writings for 'confess' (e.g. Tertullian, paen. 9.2, and see Lampe, Patristic
Lexicon, s.v.). 'E^ayopEUEiv also has the sense of'confess' (e.g. Bion F 30 Kindestrand = Plutarch,
superst. 168D; Ptolemy, tetrab. 154); but I have found no occurrences of the word in a Pyrrhonian
context.
23. PH 1.187 (unvimicoc); 197, 201

24. SeePHIA, 15, 197,200,203. (At M 1.255,258, d7tayyEUeiv means no more than Xey£iv.)I have not
found any clear parallels to this usage outside Sextus. But there is something close in Plotinus, who
frequently uses druayyEXXeiv for the 'reports' made by, or on the testimony of, the senses (e.g. Enn.
4.4.18.35, 19.6, 23.28; 5.4.24) - i.e. for reports of mien.

25. See PH 1.188-91: some Sceptics construed OUSEV ucUAov as a question; Sextus himself says that
'although the phrase OUSEV y&Xkov has the form of an assertion or denial, we do not use it in this way;
rather, we employ it dSiacpopcoc Ktri KaxaxPicxiKoSc, either in lieu of a question or instead of saying "I
do not know whether . . . " ' (1.191).

26. For details and discussion see e.g. P. M. S. Hacker, Insight and illusion (1972) ch. 9.

27. Do they also by-pass truth! There is no need to suppose so, pace Wittgenstein. When I say 'It hurts' it
may be true that it hurts, even if I am not stating that it hurts. (If I say 'Suppose it's raining in London' it
may be true that it's raining in London, though I am not stating that it's raining in London.) A
Pyrrhonist who is committed to avowals does not require a metaphysically loaded concept of truth (see
above, n. 21).

28. (a) Why does he limit his verbal repertoire to <f>ai VETCH sentences? Instead of uttering 'x is F to make
a statement he utters 'x appears F to make an avowal - why not retain 'x is F but use it to make an
avowal? Not everything can be avowed: an avowal is an expression of your TtdOn, and sentences of the
form 'x appears F were taken by the Pyrrhonists as canonical formulae for expressing TtdGn. (b) Does the
Pyrrhonist hold that 'x appears F is always used to make avowals? He need not: he uses it to make
avowals, but he need not claim that other men do or must use it so, nor that the formula
characteristically functions in ordinary speech as an expression of Jid6n.

29. TheCyrenaicsheldthat^6vaTdJtdenKaTa>.n^Td(e.g./1//1.215;A/7.191;Anon.wTA?.65.30).Like
the Pyrrhonist of PH, they assent only to sentences of the form 'x appears F (for their curious
neologisms - XEUKCUVOUCU, yXuicd^ouai - are merely verbal variants on ipaivEtai uoi); unlike the
Pyrrhonist, they apparently used such sentences to make statements and express beliefs. (Hence,
incidentally, their notion of truth was not the one mentioned in n. 21 above.) - Galen says of certain
people influenced by the Pyrrhonians that Xccoc oi>8' 6"TI (paivExai TIC auTolc Kivncic dnoipr)vac6m
ToXuifcouciv, EI td Tidvra neiOoivto TOIC d)topr|Tiicolc- EKEIVOJV yoOv Evioi cpaciv OU8E xd C<(K5V auT(3v
7id8n flepaimc yivaSciceiv, oCc KaXoOciv BIK<5TWC dypoiicojruppcovsiouc (diff. puls. 7.71 IK). Galen does
not mean that rustics do not assent to cpaivETCu sentences: he means that they do not use such sentences
to make assertions (dnocpiivacSai) or to express knowledge (PEpVuoc yivcocKEiv) of their own

30. These remarks are an elucidation, not a defence, of Sextus. Sextus means the Pyrrhonist's utterances
to be construed as avowals; and that shows that, in his view, the Pyrrhonist is not thereby committed to
belief, i.e. it shows that the PH Pyrrhonist is rustic so far as his (paivETCu sentences go. In order to defend
Sextus' account from a philosophical point of view, we should require a decent analysis of avowing. One
element in that analysis would presumably be the claim that the Pyrrhonist's utterances are produced as
a direct and natural response to external stimuli - just as a child's cry is a direct and natural response to
the stimulus of pain.

31. This is vague - intentionally and harmlessly so. For a more rigorous definition see below, n. 86.

32. The survey is impressionistic: I have not conned every occurrence of 86yua and its cognates in
Greek. In addition to the authors mentioned in the text, I have consulted concordances or indexes to all
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the major prose-writers from 400 BC to AD 250: the general conclusions I reach in this section would
doubtless be refined by further study, but I hardly think that they would be overthrown.

33. For verbal nouns in -ua see C. D. Buck and W. Petersen, A reverse index of Greek nouns and
adjectives (1944) 221: they suggest that the -ua termination was an intellectual's favourite. See also
Pollux, onom. 6.180.

34. See D.L. 3.51 CIUTO toivuv TO SoyuorriijEiv ECTI Soyucrra TiGevai (he TO VOUOOETEIV VOUOUC T'ISSVCH
[ =Suda, s.v. SoyuaxiJjEi]. SoyuctTa 8E EKatEpcoc KaXeliai, TO TE So^a^ouEvov Ka'i r| 86^a aOTf̂  [i.e. a
man's 86yuaT<x are either the things he believes or his believings].

35. E.g. Lysias, 6.43 (399 B.C.); Andocides, 4.6 (c. 395); Xenophon, Anab. 3.3.5 (c. 375); IG W 96
(375/4), 103 (369/8), 123 (357/6).

36. E.g. Laws 644D3, 797C9, 926D2; Rep. 403A2, 506B9, 538C6; cf. Minos 314BE; Def. 415B8, 11, C2.

'37. See, e.g. Mauersberger's Lexicon to Polybius or Rengstorfs concordance to Josephus; cf.
= to decree (e.g. Josephus, Ant. 14.249; LXX, 2 Mac. 10.8, 15.36).

38. At Heraclitus, B 50 DK ( = 26 M, from Hippolytus (?), ref. haer. 9.9.1), the MSS read SoyuaToc:
editors generally accept Bernays's Xoyou (see M. Marcovich, Heraclitus (1967) 113), but Soyuorroc has
recently been defended by D. Holwerda, Spriinge in die Tiefe Heraklits (1979) 9-10.

39. Cf. Rep. 506B8, id TOSV &Xk<av ... Sbyuata, picking up B6, T6 TOIC SXAxnc 5OKOUV. A6yua occurs
some 30 times in the Platonic corpus, usually in political contexts (see Brandwood's concordance).

40. LS J s.v. offer 'notion' for 86yua at Tht. 158D3; and the Supplement s.v. discovers a new sense for the
word, viz. 'thought, intention', for which Tim. 90B and Laws 854B are cited. But at Tht. 158D and Tim.
90B the word is used in the same way as in Tht. 157C; and at Laws 854B the 56yua is a decree or
resolution.

41. The distinction between sense and colour (Farbung) is due to Frege: see M. Dummett, Frege -
Philosophy of language (1973) 83-9.

42. E.g. Laws 791D5, 798E2, 900B4; PhlbAlB5; 7Ym.48D6, 55D1; Soph. 265C5.

43. See/>Avs. 209b 15 (Plato's fiypcupa 56yuaTa); Met. 992a21, 1076al4. (But at Top. 101a31-2 the word
appears to have a broader denotation.) See also Met. 1062b25; M.X.G. 974bl2; Rhet. ad Alex. 1430b 1,
1443a25 (and Bonitz's Index).

44. For 8oyu<m(;£iv see frag. 562 Us =D.L. 10.121 (cf. Burnyeat, 'Can the Sceptic', 48 n. 50). ForSoyua
see esp. frag. 29 Arr., at 28.5,6, 10, 12 (with Arrighetti's note, 602-3); cf. frags. 30 (31.1), 31 (2,4, 6), 36
(10.3), and Arrighetti's index. Note also the title of Colotes' pamphlet: nepi TOO STI KOTO T& T<BV fiXXtov
<pi>.oc6(ptov 86yum:a OU8E tfy\ ECTIV (Plutarch, adv. Col. 1107E). For 86yua in later Epicurean texts see
the index to Philodemus by Vooys; and cf. Diogenes of Oenoanda, frag. 27 Ch, 1.8.

45. See Leisegang's index (vol. VII of the Cohn-Wendland edition of Philo). - I say 'almost invariably'
only because Philo occasionally uses 86yua of decrees.

46. Leg. alleg. 2.25.100; migr.Abr. 21.119.

47. See Wyttenbach's index.

48. See the indexes to the relevant volumes in CIAG; e.g. defato 164.16; 165.1; 177.6; 187.9, 12, 27;
188.17,22; 190.6, 12; 192.21; 199.23; 205.23; 212.2; in Met. 40.31; 78.2,24; 197.1,8; 652.33. See also, e.g.,
Attkus, frags 2 (S3, 113, 149), 4 (33, 60), 7 (10, 12, 35) des Places; Lucian, vit. auct. 11, bis ace. 21.
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49. The way was prepared by the LXX (e.g. 3 Mace. \3;4Macc. 10.2)and the NT(e.g. Col. 2.14,20). See
further G. Kittel (ed.), Theologisches Worterbuch zum neuen Testament n (1933-5) 233-5.

50. See e.g. Stahlin's index to Clement, Wendland's to Hippolytus, ref. haer., Koetschau's to Origen, c.
Cels.

51. For ipi)ci6eo in this metaphorical sense see Lampe's Lexicon s.v., sense A.

52. See, e.g. Galen, in Hipp. vict. acut. 15.728K (those who construe Hippocrates as a Soyucmicoc think
he is referring to TOTIOI, SiaSeceic and aVricti; those who make him an EUTreipiicoc hold that he is talking
about <3pm, x<<>pai> etc.); in Hipp. art. 18A.735K (Heraclides advances his views oOO' EVEKCJ Soyuaxoc
KctTacKEufjc V|/eucdu6voc (5c av oi jtoXXot T<5V SoyuctTiiaov E7ioir|cav . . .). cf. opt. sect. 1.146K (the

that when 6 icTopmv tciopfj ur| 8id 86yuciToc Jtpoc7ta9(3c. . . , TOTE &Xr|9£c Eivai cpauev
T6 icTOpoOuEvov). - Note that Galen may supply a new term from the 86yua family, viz.

d8oyu(mK6c or dSoyuaricTdc (see subfig. emp. 65.15: the Latin has in dogmatibus, emended by Schone
to indogmaticus).

53. Compare also the use of 86yua in the stock definition of a a'Cpecic: PH 1.16; D.L. 1.20; Clement,
strom. 8.5.16.2 (p. 89.24 St); [Galen], hist. phil. 7; def. med. 13, 19.352K; Suda, s.v. aXpecic.

54. See D.L. 7.199 (a title of a work on ethics by Chrysippus: JtiGavd XrjuuciTa EIC Td SdyuaTa rcpdc
OiXouaOfj); Origen, c. Cels. 8.51 (fromChrysippus' Jtepl jtaOdSv 6Epa7t£UTiK6v); Stobaeus, eel. 2.62,112;
Philo, om. prob. lib. 97 (6.28.5-9).

55. Compare also Seneca's frequent use of decretum (see below, n. 58).

56. E.g. diss. 2.22.37; 3.7.20-29, 16.7.

57. The same is true for Marcus - see Dalfen's index. For Epictetus see the index to Schenkl's edition.

58. See Acad. 2.9.27.. .de suis decretis, quae philosophi vocant 86yuotTa (cf. 29; 34.109; Tusc. l.\\;fm.
2.28,99). Seneca uses decretum frequently in this sense (see the Concordance of Busa and Zampolli). See
esp. Ep. 95.12 decreta sum quae muniant, quae securitatem nostram tranquillitatemque tueantur, quae
totam vitam totamque rerum simul contineant; cf. ib 45 persuasio ad totam pertinens vitam - hoc
est quod decretum voco. See further TLL s.v. - the word dogma was itself used by Cicero (it had already
been Latinised by the poet Laberius), and it is common in later authors, always with reference to
principles or tenets: see TLL s.v.

59. See, e.g., his worries over the translation of kno%y\, where he is explicitly concerned to get the colour
right: ad Att. 13.21.3.

60. That conclusion may seem pretty unexciting. But it is not uncontroversial. Burnyeat, 'Can the
Sceptic', 48 n. 50, concludes that 8<5yua in Hellenistic usage 'is a broader and more nearly neutral term
than 86i;a, not a term for a more stringently defined type of belief; it means '"belief or "judgement" in
the broad sense in which it is a component of knowledge.'

61. See JanaJek's index.

62. Note that over half (c. 140) of those occurrences are in PH, though Mis three times the length of PH.
I detect no difference in Sextus' use of 86yuot between PH and M.

63. Cf. D.L. 9.102-4 (see below, n. 70).

64. With what follows compare Frede, 'Des Skeptikers', 120-6.
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65. See Lampe's Lexicon s.v.; Kittel's Theol. Wart, n 736-48; Mauersberger's Lexicon to Polybius.
Typical texts: Polybius, 2.38.7; 3.8.7; 4.22.7; 8.14.8; cf. Suda, s.vv. EUSOKEW, etc.

66. So at NT, Mark 1.11 ('Thou art my only begotten son; in thee I am well pleased'), the Greek is EV coi
ei>86icr|ca.

67. See Bekker, Anec. Gr. II260 etiSoicouuEvoc- 6 cuyicaTaTiOEHEVOc KOU HÎ  dvTiXEytov, where I take Kai
to be epexegetic. Note that cuyKaTaTi9£c9oa, outside its Stoic use to mean 'assent', regularly means
'accept', 'acquiesce in'; see e.g. Polybius, 21.30.8, where EOSOKEIV and coyKaxaTiSEcBai appear in the
same sentence as synonyms.

68. Why does Sextus think that x6 etiSoKelv gives a sense of Soyuori^Eiv? I have found no texts outside
PH 1.13 where 86yua or its cognates are used in that weak way. I can only suppose that the 'broad' sense
of Sdyua is a dialectical concession by the Pyrrhonists (who do not indulge in (pcovouaxia: PH 1.195,
297). An opponent urges: 'Of course you Pyrrhonists dogmatise - after all, you avow your n&Qr\'. The
Pyrrhonist retorts: 'If you like to use "dogmatise" in that sense, we do indeed dogmatise - but that does
not imply that we also dogmatise in the normal, narrow sense'.

69. [Galen], def.med. 14, 19.352-3K, should be quoted: 56yua ECU TO UEV IS'UOC TO 8E KOIV(5C
X.Eyouevov KOIVHIC UEV f) EVEpyEia JtpdyuciToc cuyicaTdGEcic, ISitoc 8E 7tpdyuaToc CUYKOIT&9ECIC- 816 8f|
uaXXov r) XoyiKri a'ipEcic SoyucmKfi K£icXr|Tai. The text is hardly sound. 'Evapyouc for Evspysip is easy
enough; but I suspect the corruption is more extensive.E.g. icoivwc UEV f| [EVEpyEia] irpdyuaToc
cuyKortdSECic, iSioic 8e itpdyuoiTOc <d8r|Xoi)> cuyicaTdQECic. If something like that is right, then [Galen]
may be recognizing 'belief as the general sense of Soyna (i.e. he may be allowing that, in one sense, any
belief may be called a Soyua). Then [Galen] is close to D.L. 9.102-4 (see below, n. 70) and his distinction
of senses is not the same as the one in PH 1.13.

70. That urbane suggestion may appear appropriate to D.L. 9.102-4. Replying to the charge that they
dogmatise, the Pyrrhonists there are made to concede that 6"ti r^uspa ECTI Kcrt 6TI £(3HEV *al aXXa noXka
x&\ EV T $ 3iij> SiayiyvoScKonev. In other words, they allow that, if 86yua may cover ordinary beliefs,
then they do dogmatise. Of course, if that is the meaning of D.L.'s Pyrrhonists, it does not follow that the
same is true of PH. And in any event, the meaning of D.L.'s Pyrrhonists is by no means clear-cut. For the
sentence I have just quoted is introduced by the remark that nepi c5v (Ac fivSpcomn ndcxoufiv
6uoXoyo0uev, and followed by the assertion that u6va xd nd6r| yiyvoScicouEV. Thus t^uspa ECT\ and the
like are apparently to be constructed as expressions of Jtd8r| .D.L.'s Pyrrhonists accept ordinary beliefs -
but only because they reconstrue them as beliefs about their own 7td6r|. Hence they are not exactly
urbane (though they are not rustic either, if we insist on the claim that they know - yiyvaScKouev - their
itd8r|). It must be said, however, that the text of this passage in D.L. is very confused, and it would be
unwise to rely upon it for the interpretation of any piece of Pyrrhonism.

71. E.g. PH 1.16, 193, 198, 200, 202, 208, 210, 219, 223; 2.9; cf. 1.18, 201.

72. See Janaiek's index, s.v. Evapyrjc; cf. [Galen], opt. sect. 1.175-6 K.

73 See esp. PH 2.95; M 7.25; 8.140-1.

74. There is another connected inconsistency in the same stretch of argument. Sextus plainly states that
the Pyrrhonist attack on Kpuripia undermines belief in Td tvapyfj (PH2.95; Ml.25); he also expressly
defines a Kpvtr^piov as uETpov d8rjXou npdyuaxoc (PH 2.15; M 7.33). I see no escape from that
inconsistency - except the appeal to a systematic and unexpressed ambiguity in such terms as fl8r|Xoc,
7ip<58r|Xoc, Evapyrjc.

75. Myles Burnyeat has suggested to me that anything which depends on a 86yua must itself be a 86yua.
Hence ordinary beliefs are ScSyutrra in the Pyrrhonists' eyes.
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76. Again (see above, n. 30), I am concerned to explain Sextus, not to defend him. Against the argument
advanced in the text it might be objected that, although in order to judge that/) I must possess a criterion,
it is not true that in order to judge that p 1 must believe that I possess a criterion. Thus the Pyrrhonian
may possess a criterion even if he himself does not believe that he does; and in that case he is in a position
to judge that p. That is perhaps true; but could a Pyrrhonist judge that p after reflecting on the existence
of a criterion and reaching knoxA on the matter? Sextus might plausibly argue that, having reached
tnoxA on the 86yua of the criterion, a Pyrrhonist will naturally find himself in a state of tnoxA vis-d-vis
ordinary judgements.

77. Something must be said about the word d86|acTOc, which occurs 16 times in PH, all but once in its
adverbial form. The word is rare outside PH (it does not appear in M). It is found in a fragment of
Sophocles (fr. 223, where it means 'unexpected'), at Phaedo 84A (where TO dSo^acxov is joined with TO
dXriGec and TO 8E1OV to characterize the objects of the soul's proper study), at D.L. 7.162 (Ariston
ud^icia npoc£lxE T<? CTGHKO) Soyuan x& T6V cocpov dSo^acxov [Scaliger: 8o|acx6v codd.] eivai), at
Aristocles, apud Eusebius, P.E. 14.18.3 (according to Timon we should be dSo^dctouc iced dKXivslc Kal
dicpaSdvTOUc: cf. ib 16 - rooc dcuyKaTdBeToi Kal d86!;acToi y£voiu£8';). In PH the adverb dSoJjdcrtoc
usually qualifies either a verb describing the Pyrrhonist's way of life (PtoOv: 1.23, 231, 2.246, 258;
gjtec&ai T<3 Pico: 1.226, 3.235; etc.) or a verb describing the Pyrrhonist's utterances (d7tayy£A.X.£i: 1.15;
(pau£v: 1.24, 3.151; cuyKaTaTi8£UEvoi: 2.102). The word may be part of the Pyrrhonist vocabulary
adopted by Sextus; but it is not clear to what extent Aristocles is citing Timon's own words, and
dSo^dcxouc could well be his own gloss on dicXiVETc Kal dKpaSdvTouc (which are presumably genuine
Timon). What does d56!;acToc mean in PH! Plainly, it means 'having no 86^a'; but that is capable of
three importantly different glosses, according to the colour we see in 86^a here, [a] 'Having no mere
opinions': that is the word's meaning in D.L. 7.162 (and in the Phaedo - 'not an object of mere opinion').
If the word was used by Timon, then it might well bear that meaning in his sentence: 'having no mere
opinions', i.e. 'fixed', 'firm' (cf. dKXivelc Kal dKpaSdvTouc). In many - but not all - the passages in/7/a
sense like 'fixedly', 'unwaveringly', fits perfectly well, [p] 'Having no 86yuaTa': that meaning is hardly
suggested by the word's etymology or by its history; but dSo^dcTtoc is frequently contrasted with
SoynaxiKfflc vel sim, and such a contrast could well give the word that particular colouring. (And some
might see a neat polemical point: the Stoic Sage lives dSo^dcTtoc, with 86yua but without 86!;a, and so in
tranquillity; the Pyrrhonian lives d8o|dcTcoc, without 86yna, and so in tranquillity.) All the/"//passages
will readily accept that meaning, [y] 'Having no belief of any sort': that is surely how Aristocles intends
the word at 14.18.16 - and therefore how he intends us to understand it in Timon. That sense is, I think,
compatible with most of the occurrences in PH, if not with all. (The coupling EUJtEipiocTE Kal dSo^dcTtoc
at 2.246 does not sit easily with [y] inasmuch as surtEipia normally is supposed to involve beliefs; and [y]
does not have any obvious intelligibility at 1.239 and 240, where Sextus talks of using technical terms
d8o|dcx(oc.)

//•sense [y] is correct for PH, then there are two corollories of immediate relevance to my theme. First,
we have Sextus explicitly stating that the Pyrrhonist's avowals do not involve him in any beliefs: T6 7td8oc
dnayyiXXa x6 EOUTOU d8o|dcT(oc (1.15). Secondly, we have Sextus explicitly claiming that the PKOTIKT^
Ti^pr|ctc (below, pp. 13-18) does not require belief in the Pyrrhonist who follows it: f>7t£Tai d8o^dctoc TfJ
PuoTiKfj TriprjcEi (3.235). (See further, below nn. 96,98). Indeed, if [y] is right, then that alone virtually
makes PH rustic. Unfortunately, I can see no way of determining the sense of dS6i;acToc without
presupposing the rustic/urbane dispute solved; hence I have relegated d86^acToc to a footnote and shall
not rest any argument upon its interpretation.

78. E.g. PH 1.165; M 7.322, 8.355, 9.138; 1.232.

79. E.g. PH 2.105, 258, 3.235; M 9.50.

80. Cf. Td Punned Kpmfaia at NT, 1 Cor. 6.3-4.

81. E.g. Apollonius Dyscolus, adv. 130.6; conj. 245.21, 246.10; synt. 40.1; Galen, meth.med. 10.269 K.
For the various locutions for 'ordinary usage' see Schneider's note in Grammatici Graeci u i 2, 45.
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82. E.g. Plutarch, mor. 25C, 1033A, 1116C; Epictetus, diss. 1.15.2, 26.1, 3, 7, 17; 2.3.3, 5; frags 1, 2;
Galen, subf. emp. 68.7; diag. puts. 8.78K; Soranus, gyn. 1.4.1; 3.3.1. See Epictetus, frag 16 EISEVOI xpfj
5TI OC pdSiov 86yua TtapayEVEcSai dv9pc67ta> E'I ur| KaG' EKOCTTIV f|u£pav xd auxd Km A.£yoi TIC KOU
dKouov icai fiua ZP^TO ^poc TOV P'IOV.

83. See Lampe's Lexicon s.vv. pioc (6), |3UOTIK6C (cf. e.g. NT, Luke 21.34; 2 Tim. 2.4). In Christian
writers pioc is often contrasted with Sdyua (e.g. Eusebius, P.E. 7.8.41); but that is only verbally
comparable to what we find in Sextus: the Christian contrast is between deeds and words, between works
and doctrine.

84. See M 9.50, 138.

85. Cf. D.L. 9.88 6 uev obv &no xflc Siaipcoviac [sc. xponoc] 8 Sv 7ipOT£6fj C,A^THia ^ "P" tolc
<piXoc6<poic r] TTj cuvr|8Eip 7IX.EICTT|C udxr|C Km Tapaxflc nXf\pec d7io5£iKVU£i. Here cuviiGEia, as often,
s synonymous with pioc.

86. The contrast between pioc and 56yna, like the term 8(5yua itself, is vague. I do not think the
vagueness is harmful (see above, n. 31), but a little precision can readily be supplied. For Sextus' remarks
enable us to define 86yua as follows: A sentence expresses a 56yua iff(i) it expresses a proposition and
(ii) it contains at least one term which denotes something fi5r|>.ov. Most ordinary beliefs will not bed
Sriyuara; most philosophico-scientific tenets will be 86yuaTa. But Pioc will include some Sdyuata,
notably (a) involving reference to the Gods, and (b) those involving moral concepts (for, in the
Pyrrhonist's eyes, terms like dya86v and K<XK<5V denote S5r|Xa), If an urbane Pyrrhonist defends the
beliefs of Pioc, he does so only for the most part.

87. See also M 9.165. A similar respect for pioc was ascribed to Pyrrho himself by Galen (subf. emp.
62.20), by Aenesidemus (D.L. 9.62), and perhaps by Timon (frag 81 Diets =D.L. 9.105 - but see
Fernanda Decleva Caizzi, Pirrone - Testirnonianze (1981) 236-41). It was a commonplace among the
Empirical doctors: e.g. Galen, diff. puls. 8.783K; Med. Exp. 18.5 Walzer.

88. The argument had a long history and went through different forms; see e.g. Burnyeat, 'Can the
Sceptic', 22 n, 4; Gisela Striker, 'Sceptical Strategies', in Doubt and dogmatism.

89. The word Tr)pr|cic has the same ambiguity as the English 'observation' - observation of rules etc.
(i.e. obedience), or observation of objects and events (i.e. perception etc.). Sextus generally uses the word
in the latter sense (see JanaSek's index), but the former is more appropriate at PH 1.13.

90. 'But surely "Because he was hungry" will not by itself explain why men eat? We need, in addition,
some reference to beliefs. "Why did he eat that tough steak?" - "Because he was hungry, and thought
that the steak was the only food available". The ird8r| by themselves are not sufficient to explain even our
simplest actions'. But that objection misses the point: Sextus is not implying that 'Because he is hungry'
explains, in general, why a man eats; he may properly allow that in all normal cases an explanation will
invoke beliefs as well as 7td8r|. His point rather is that such actions can be explained even if the agent has
no beliefs: strike a man on the knee and his foot will kick, by a sort of natural necessity; similarly, if a
Pyrrhonian is thirsty he will drink, by a sort of natural necessity. Non-Pyrrhonian drinking is no doubt
only explicable via beliefs: but, according to Sextus, drinking can be explained even in the absence of
belief - and that is all a Pyrrhonian requires.

91. See the list of Pyrrhonists at D.L. 9.115-6 (Menodotus, Sextus, Saturninus); add, e.g., Cassius
(Galen, subf. emp. 40.15), Dionysius of Aegae (Photius, bibl. codd. 185=codd. 211).

92. M 5.1-2 accepts farming, seamanship and astronomy as legitimate professions.

93. There is in any case a tension within PH; for Sextus argues at PH'3.252-73 (cf. Ml 1.216-56; 1.9-18)
that SiSacKdMa is impossible, and his argument does not appear to make any exceptions for the
8i5acKctXia TEXV<3V which PH 1.23 accepts. (Nor will the distinction between transmitting beliefs and
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inculcating skills help: many of the arguments against 5i8acKaXia are equally applicable to each sort of
teaching.)

94. PH 1.237 (EXEYOUEV £v xolc SurcpocOev) refers back explicitly to 1.23-4.

95. Again (see above, n. 90), Sextus does not imply that other men's conventional actions are explicable
without invoking beliefs: his point is simply that a Pyrrhonian may act conventionally, 'because it's the
custom', without subscribing to any beliefs.

96. T<3 . . pico KaxaKo>.ou8o0vTEC d8o^dcTioc cpauEV elvai GEOOC KCI! cspouEV [cf. EI3CE3EIV, 1.24] GEOUC
Kal TrpovoEiv auiouc cpauEV. I incline to construe dSo^dctcoc with KaxaKoXouGoOvTEC rather than with
the three finite verbs. See below n. 98.

97. rcotpaXaupdvEiv may certainly indicate adoption without any implication of belief (see e.g. PH
1.191, 195, 240). But (be dyaSov is more difficult to construe in a belief-neutral way. (See e.g. M 1.201,
where xf\v cuvii&Eiav.. . c6c nicxr^v TiapaXaupdvEiv means 'to accept ordinary usage as reliable', i.e. to
believe that it is reliable.)

98. If d5o^dcT(oc is construed with (pauEV (see n. 96) and if the adverb means 'without belief (see n. 77),
then PH 3.2 actually asserts this; for Sextus then expressly argues that the Pyrrhonist will say 'There are
gods' but will not believe that there are gods.

99. Again, Wittgenstein might be invoked: see, e.g. his Lectures and Conversations on... Religious
Belief, esp. 53-9. (But according to Wittgenstein, all churchgoers are playing the language game which in
the text I prescribe for the Pyrrhonian.)

100. For ixpriYricic with the sense 'instruction' (not 'guidance') see/7/ 1.6, 2.120; A/7.22, 8.300, 11.47;
1.35, 172, 258, 3.18, 5.3.

101. This is a rough characterisation; for a detailed and subtle treatment see now M. F. Burnyeat, 'The
origins of non-deductive Inference', in Science and speculation.

102. Cf. M 8.156-8, which makes the same point in similarly forthright terms.

103. 'But it does not look like fire over there. The whole point of the sign is that it allows us to grasp that
there is fire there even when we cannot see or otherwise perceive the fire: the fire is fi8r|>.ov - fi5nX.ov 7tpoc
K<xip6v, not ipucEi fi5r|Xov - and if it were not, we should have no need of a sign'. The rustic may say, in
reply, that when he experiences the ndGoc normally reported by 'It looks like smoke', he also experiences
the rcdOoc normally reported by 'It looks like fire' - i.e. he experiences the TidGoc which he normally
experiences when (as a non-Pyrrhonist would put it) he is actually looking at the fire itself. Naturally, he
reports the second TtdGoc in the standard way, saying 'It looks like fire' - there is no reason why all cases
of its looking like fire should be qualitatively indistinguishable. (But is that really coherent? Suppose a
rustic looks at an oar in water; why shouldn't he say 'It looks straight"! For there is no reason why all
cases of oars looking straight should be qualitatively indistinguishable. Maybe a Pyrrhonist will
sometimes say 'It looks straight': he is, after all, simply reporting his 7td6r|, and there is nothing in
Pyrrhonism which demands that the ndGoc caused (as a non-Pyrrhonist would put it) by a submerged
oar should always be the 7td8oc normally reported by 'It looks bent'.) - The second example of a
recollective sign at PH 2.102 introduces an important point which Sextus nowhere develops. For the
'conclusion' of the second sign is 'He looks as though he has been wounded', and that contains a
reference to the past. The Pyrrhonist's ipaivEiai sentences are always present-tensed: he reports his
present TcdOr] (see above, n. 20). But the contents of those Jrd8r| may themselves advert to past - or to
future - times. A Pyrrhonist may say - to make the point fully explicit - 'The man now appears to me as
having been wounded', 'The clouds now appear to me as being about to produce rain'. In that way a rustic
Pyrrhonist may have some purchase on the past and the future; and plainly some purchase on the future
is necessary if his actions are to be given any adequate explanations.
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104. My standard of coherence is pretty low: I mean only that this account of recollective signs is at least
as plausible as, say, Sextus' account of Methodical medicine.

105. A certain amount of Tapax>l is inseparable from the human condition: there the best the doctor can
do is produce uexpioitdGeia (PH 1.25; 3.235-6).
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